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 They are often released with a themed box, a randomised prize selection contained within. These boxes are often sold as part of
game-related in-game purchases, often called loot boxes. Loot boxes differ from gambling in that they do not directly pay out a
wager or prize. Instead, they provide a randomised prize selection to be earned. Loot boxes have become a significant source of
revenue for game developers and publishers. Definition A loot box is a randomized prize selection inside of an in-game item,

usually contained inside a box, that is sold for game-related in-game purchases. In many cases, the random prizes are for
cosmetic items, such as additional animations or outfits, but in other cases, the prizes are ancillary, such as the ability to unlock
an additional multiplayer mode, an additional quest or experience point, an alternate character skin, or a speed boost. In-game

loot boxes differ from gambling in that the prizes are random, they do not directly pay out a wager or prize, and instead have the
purpose of maintaining game integrity, such as providing additional content. Loot boxes are commonly sold as part of game-
related in-game purchases, often called loot boxes. Other terms for such items include either a randomized prize selection, a

randomized item, or a random item. Loot boxes are often released with a themed box, a randomised prize selection contained
within, that is often a toy or novelty item. Loot boxes are often sold in physical form as part of box sets or expansions, but this is

not a requirement. Loot boxes are commonly sold as part of game-related in-game purchases, often called loot boxes. History
First world A first-person shooter video game character might equip first-person shooter-related loot, such as a silenced weapon,

a health pack, or a helmet. Players might also equip power-ups, which allow them to do things faster and easier, or to access
specific missions or objectives. Power-ups may give a player a temporary shield, a weapon attachment, or a visual effect. The

types of power-ups differ from game to game, and may include a range of items. Sometimes power-ups can only be used a
limited number of times before being used up, and then players must wait to get more power-ups in the future. For example, a
Power-Up is usually randomly awarded in the game World of Warcraft. The original first-person shooter video 82157476af
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